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SafeSourcing Releases New Purchase Order
Software to Help Companies Streamline Spend
Management Processes
SafeCatalog™ and SafePO™ offer a new way for companies to manage all aspects of the
purchasing process from one place.
Scottsdale, AZ – August 1, 2012 – Today SafeSourcing, a leader in eProcurement, announced
the release of their latest SaaS delivered, cloud-based tools, SafeContract™ and SafePO™. Each
tool features capabilities that are user friendly and available for companies to implement into
their current processes by providing all the ordering, purchasing, billing, and shippping
information into one place.
SafePO™ is a cloud based, SaaS delivered, Purchase Order Management system that allows
users to create, approve, and fulfill orders quickly, easily, and safely. Users can track purchase
order history by a variety of criteria, such as purchase order number, company, vendor, project
number, or location.
SafePO™ provides a workflow for purchase orders that, once approved, will notify the intended
supplier through an email that the order is ready for their review. With this tool, after the order
has been received and processed, vendors submit an order acknowledgement, verifying that the
order was successful. In addition, SafePO™ allows entry of vendor notes and private notes for
additional data and information for the company’s own use.
SafeCatalog™ is a tool that allows companies to consolidate the products and services they order
into one online view for employees. This tool is easily customizable and allows users to create
different catalogs for multiple departments within their organization. It also provides control
over ordering by listing only approved vendors at negotiated rates. When integrated with the
SafePO™ module, users can have their catalog orders automatically processed and entered into
an online purchase order system that allows suppliers to be notified of the order once it has been
approved. Catalogs can be populated with items from one or multiple suppliers and are presented
in a way that includes descriptions and provides prices in one location. SafeCatalog™ provides

users the leverage to monitor and control spending through spending thresholds that ensure that
users are receiving the correct price for all items.
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